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Abstract
A typical mathematics assignment consists of a block of problems devoted to the same
topic, yet several classroom-based randomized controlled trials have found that students
obtain higher test scores when most practice problems are mixed with different kinds of
problems—a format known as interleaved practice. Interleaving prevents students from
safely assuming that each practice problem relates to the same skill or concept as the
previous problem, thus forcing them to choose an appropriate strategy on the basis of the
problem itself. Yet despite the efficacy of interleaved practice, blocked practice predom-
inates most mathematics textbooks. As an illustration, we examined 13,505 practice
problems in six representative mathematics texts and found that only 9.7% of the
problems were interleaved. This translates to only one or two interleaved problems per
school day. In brief, strong evidence suggests that students benefit from heavy doses of
interleaved practice, yet most mathematics texts provide scarcely any.
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A majority of the effort that students devote to mathematics learning is spent solving practice
problems, and the benefit of this effort depends crucially on a seemingly innocuous feature—
the order in which the practice problems appear. Whereas the usual practice assignment
consists of a block of problems devoted to the same skill or concept, randomized controlled
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trials conducted in the laboratory and classroom have shown that students score higher on
delayed tests if most of their practice problems are interleaved so that consecutive problems
cannot be solved by the same strategy. In light of this evidence, we maintain that mathematics
textbooks should provide an adequate number of interleaved problems simply because the
student textbook is the primary source of practice problems in many mathematics classes.
Here, we provide a brief review of the relevant research, and we present an analysis of the
prevalence of interleaved and blocked practice in six representative mathematics textbooks.

Blocked Practice

A group of practice problems is blocked if every problem relates to the same skill or concept.
For instance, a lesson on ratios might be followed by a block of a dozen ratio problems. In
some assignments, the blocking is salient because every problem shares the same instruction
(Fig. 1). More often, though, the blocking is less obvious. For instance, a lesson on circum-
ference might be followed by a set of problems that are ostensibly diverse yet nevertheless
devoted to circumference (Fig. 2). In addition, many textbooks provide periodic review
assignments that consist of small blocks of practice problems. For instance, chapter review
assignments often consist of a few problems about the first lesson in the chapter, followed by a
few problems about the second lesson, and so forth. Small blocks also commonly appear in
assignments providing a so-called spiral review or mixed review (Fig. 3).

Despite the ubiquity of blocked practice, we are not aware of any studies showing that
students benefit from working many similar problems in a single session. We know of two
laboratory experiments that manipulated the number of similar practice problems worked in

Fig. 1 An overtly blocked assignment. Every problem shares the same instructions and the same format, making
it obvious to students that every problem can be solved by the same procedure. In this assignment, in fact,
students can solve the word problems without reading the words
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immediate succession (for example, 2 vs. 4 problems, or 3 vs. 9 problems), and neither study
found a discernible effect on test scores (Rohrer and Taylor 2006, 2007). Similarly, in
numerous studies of verbal learning, subjects who studied words until they reached a criterion
of two or three correct responses and then continued to study the same material immediately
afterwards (rather than quit) showed only a small and fleeting increase in test scores (see meta-
analysis by Driskell et al. 1992). On the other hand, these kinds of studies do not rule out the
possibility that students might benefit from working at least a few problems of the same kind
when they first encounter a new skill or concept. This immediate repetition might reduce the
intellectual demands of the problems, as each problem acts as a worked example for the next
one, and this kind of scaffolding might be optimal when students try to solve a new kind of
problem (e.g., Kotovsky et al. 1985; Paas and van Merriënboer 1994; Sweller et al. 1998).
Still, no evidence suggests that students should trudge through long blocks of practice
problems.

Furthermore, the scaffolding provided by blocked practice has a downside, as illustrated by
the following example:

A bug crawls 24 cm west and then 7 cm north. How far is the bug from where it started?

To solve this problem, students must first infer that they need to use the Pythagorean theorem
(242 + 72 = c2, so c = 25 cm). Yet this inference is unnecessary when the problem appears as
part of a blocked assignment, especially if the block immediately follows a lesson on the
Pythagorean theorem. Put another way, the solution of a mathematics problem requires
students to both choose and execute a strategy, yet blocking often allows students to infer an

Fig. 2 A covertly blocked assignment. Although the problems in this assignment demand a variety of tasks (e.g.,
use diameter to find circumference, or use circumference to find radius), every problem relates to circumference
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appropriate strategy for a problem before they read the problem. In effect, blocked practice
denies students the opportunity to learn how to choose a strategy on the basis of the problem
itself, which is what students must do when they sit for a cumulative exam.

Interleaved Practice

In the complement to blocked practice known as interleaved practice, problems are arranged
so that consecutive problems do not relate to the same skill or concept, thereby forcing
students to choose a strategy and not only execute it. Choosing a strategy is not always trivial
because two problems that look alike might demand different strategies. For instance, arith-
metic students might struggle to determine whether a problem requires addition or subtraction
(If Ben ate 8 cookies and now has 3 cookies, how many did he begin with?). In calculus, many
integral problems look alike yet require different strategies (e.g., ∫exe dx is solved by
substitution, yet ∫xex dx requires integration by parts). In the simplest terms, interleaved
practice provides students with an opportunity to choose an appropriate strategy on the basis
of the problem itself, which is exactly what students are expected to learn. In this sense,

Fig. 3 Review assignments with small blocks. Most texts include periodic review assignments comprised
heavily of small blocks. The assignment in the upper panel, for instance, includes two blocks of four problems
each
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interleaved practice is an instantiation of the most fundamental principle of learning: the
practice of a task improves the performance of that task.

An interleaved assignment can take on various guises. Most commonly, each problem is
unrelated to every other problem in the assignment. Alternatively, consecutive problems can be
superficially similar yet relate to easily confused concepts, such as a problem on direct
variation followed by one on inverse variation. In yet another configuration, every problem
is based on the same scenario, such as a data histogram followed by problems on the mean,
median, standard deviation, and interquartile range. Sample interleaved assignments are shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Interleaved assignments. Consecutive problems require different strategies, which forces students to
choose an appropriate strategy on the basis of the problem itself. In the Saxon excerpt, the parenthetical values
indicate the lesson(s) in which the relevant concepts were introduced
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Apart from any benefits derived from interleaving per se, the regular use of interleaved practice
throughout a course inherently increases the degree to which each kind of problem is distributed or
spaced throughout the course. For example, whereas most of the parabola problems in a heavily
blocked textbookmight be concentrated in one or two assignments, the sameparabola problemswould
be distributed across one or two dozen assignments in a heavily interleaved textbook. A greater degree
of spacing improves scores on delayed tests, and this effect is one of the largest andmost robust effects
in learning (for reviews, see Carpenter et al. 2012; Dunlosky et al. 2013). Most spacing experiments
have taken place in the laboratory with verbal materials, but each of a recent spate of studies found a
spacing effect in mathematics classrooms (Barzagar Nazari and Ebersbach 2019; Chen et al. 2018;
Hopkins et al. 2016; Lyle et al. in press; Schutte et al. 2015). In summary, interleaved mathematics
assignments have twopotentially useful features: different kinds of problems aremixed togetherwithin
the same assignment (which can improve strategy choice), and problems of the same kind are spaced
across different assignments (which can improve long-term retention).

Studies Comparing Interleaved and Blocked Practice

More than a dozen randomized controlled studies have compared the efficacy of interleaved
and blocked mathematics practice, and each found that a greater dose of interleaved practice
produced higher scores on the final test. This interleaving effect was first obtained in the
laboratory (Le Blanc and Simon 2008; Mayfield and Chase 2002; Rohrer and Taylor 2007;
Taylor and Rohrer 2010), and two recent sets of laboratory studies replicated the effect while
examining more sophisticated questions (Foster et al. 2019; Sana et al. 2017). Other inter-
leaving studies took place in the classroom. In a study of fifth- and sixth-grade students using
an online tutor to learn about fractions, interleaving produced higher scores on tests given
immediately and again 1 week later (Rau et al. 2013). In a similar study, seventh-grade
students who completed an interleaved online review (rather than a blocked one) scored
slightly higher on a test given 2–5 days later (Ostrow et al. 2015). Finally, in two studies with
longer time intervals, seventh-grade students received mostly interleaved or mostly blocked
practice over several months before completing a business-as-usual review assignment follow-
ed 1 month later by an unannounced test, and the higher dose of interleaving produced much
higher test scores (Rohrer et al. 2020; Rohrer et al. 2015). In short, interleaved mathematics
practice is supported by a variety of ecologically valid studies.

The literature does not, however, specify exactly what proportion of practice problems should be
interleaved. In fact, the optimal proportion is certainly unknowable, as it likely depends on several
factors, including student characteristics such as proficiency and motivation, problem features such as
novelty and difficulty, and temporal parameters such as the time intervals between assignments.
Nevertheless, each of the aforementioned studies found that test scores were higher when practice
problems were mostly interleaved rather than mostly blocked, and thus the evidence conservatively
suggests that mathematics students should work at least several interleaved problems each school day.

Interleaved practice is also practical. It can be done in class or at home, with or without a
computer. The curriculum need not be altered, and teachers need not revise their tutorials.
Interleaved practice is also known to be viable because mathematics teachers have long
assigned interleaved review problems prior to cumulative final exams and high-stakes tests.
Some evidence also suggests that interleaved practice has teacher buy-in. In one of the
interleaving studies described above (Rohrer et al. 2020), participating teachers completed
an anonymous survey after they finished the study (but before they knew the purpose or results
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of the study), and nearly every teacher endorsed interleaved practice on a variety of measures
of efficacy and feasibility. In one notable exception, however, most of the teachers reported
that a practice problem was generally easier for students when it appeared as part of a block
rather than as part of an interleaved assignment, presumably because of the scaffolding
provided by blocking. On the whole, though, interleaved practice appears to be a feasible
classroom intervention, and the evidence for its efficacy is broad and ecologically valid. For
these reasons, numerous learning researchers have endorsed interleaved mathematics practice
in outlets intended for teachers and laypeople (e.g., Deans for Impact 2015; Dunlosky 2013;
Pan 2015; Roediger and Pyc 2012; Willingham 2014).

Textbooks

In view of the large and robust benefits of interleaved practice, we argue that mathematics
textbooks should include an adequate number of interleaved problems because the student
textbook is the primary source of learning material for most students (e.g., Blazar et al. 2019).
To be sure, teachers can write their own assignments or draw materials from the internet and
other resources, but these alternatives require experience, time, and sometimes additional costs
(e.g., photocopying). Put bluntly, the school-provided mathematics textbook is a primary and
costly classroom resource, and thus its design and content should be evidence-based.

Yet nearly every mathematics textbook we have seen is predominately blocked, and we
have come across dozens of textbooks during our years as mathematics learning researchers. It
seems to us, in fact, that blocking dominates mathematics textbooks at all levels, from
kindergarten through college, though our experience is admittedly limited to textbooks sold
in the USA. To test our anecdotal observations, we measured the prevalence of blocked and
interleaved practice in a selection of mathematics textbooks that are popular in the USA.

We restricted our analyses to textbook series that span middle school (grades 6–8) primarily
because nearly all of our research has taken place inmiddle schools. The number of middle school
math series available in the USA is unclear, as publishers frequently add or discontinue titles, but
one recent report lists 27 middle school math series (edreport.org 2019). We do not know the
market share of any of these texts because such data are reportedly not available (e.g., Polikoff
2018). However, we believe that the market is dominated by fewer than a dozen titles, and thus we
sought to limit our sample to the most widely used textbooks in order to avoid including obscure
texts that few students use. Toward this aim, we first asked a research assistant (who was blind to
the research question) to look for lists of approved middle school mathematics textbooks for the
10 most populous states in the USA, and she was able to find the adoption lists for four of the
states (California, Texas, Florida, and North Carolina). Next, we created a list of texts that
appeared on each of the four adoption lists (excluding digital-only texts), and then we asked
the research assistant to obtain asmany of these titles as she could. In short, we did not cherry-pick
the texts.

The selection included six textbook series: Big Ideas Math (Larson and Boswell 2014),
Connected Mathematics (Lappan et al. 2014), Glencoe Math: Built to the Common Core
(Carter et al. 2015),GoMath (Burger et al. 2014),Holt McDougal Mathematics (Bennett et al.
2012), and SpringBoard Mathematics (Allwood et al. 2014). None of us has a current or
previous affiliation with any of these textbooks or the companies that publish them. We
examined only the seventh-grade text in each series, although textbooks within the same
series typically have similar characteristics.
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The six textbooks include 13,505 practice problems. We classified a problem as blocked if
it satisfied either of two criteria: (1) the problem was the first one in an assignment devoted
solely to the immediately preceding lesson (e.g., the first ratio problem in a set of ratio
problems following a lesson on ratios), or (2) the problem was based on the same skill or
concept as the immediately preceding problem. A problem that did not clearly satisfy either of
these criteria was classified as interleaved. During the classification process, we struggled to
classify some problems as either blocked or interleaved (e.g., a problem about two concepts
following a problem related to just one of the two concepts), and we labeled these problems as
ambiguous (9.7% of the problems). One rater classified every problem, and a second rater
classified a subset of 1792 problems (intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.97).

We found that each of the six textbooks is heavily blocked, and even the review assign-
ments in each text are moderately blocked (Fig. 5). On average, each textbook includes 1814
blocked problems (range = 701–2939) and 219 interleaved problems (range = 111–392). This
translates to more than eight blocked problems for every interleaved problem, and only one or
two interleaved problems per school day in a typical school year.

Of course, we cannot conclude that interleaved practice is scarce in every math textbook
because our sample excluded numerous textbooks. Still, we sought to create a representative
sample, and we suspect that our sample comprises a majority of the market. Moreover, blocked
practice predominates every textbook in our sample—not just a majority of the texts. If an urn
includes a few dozen marbles, and each of the first six drawn marbles is red, most of the
remaining marbles are probably red, too. Another limitation of our analysis is that we excluded
the so-called consumable workbooks, which provide white space for students to write their
solutions, and which are increasingly supplementing or replacing traditional textbooks in many
mathematics classrooms. However, the consumable workbooks we have seen provide fewer
interleaved problems than textbooks do, though we have not conducted a formal analysis like
the textbook analysis presented here. Finally, we emphasize that the present analysis leaves
open the possibility that some teachers might be providing students with interleaved assign-
ments drawn from sources other than the school-assigned textbook.

A Notable Exception

Although blocked practice predominates nearly every mathematics textbook we have seen,
interleaved practice is a hallmark of the controversial Saxon math series (K‑12). As an
illustration, we examined every practice problem in the seventh-grade Saxon text (Hake
2012) and found that it included 1491 blocked problems and 3016 interleaved problems. That
translates to more than a dozen interleaved problems for each school day in the year. An
excerpt of a typical Saxon assignment is shown in Fig. 4.

Yet the Saxon math series no longer appears on any of the textbook adoption lists that we
could find, possibly because its publisher did not update the series so that it aligns with the
mathematics curriculum recently adopted throughout most of the USA (known as the Com-
mon Core). We suspect that this business decision was due at least partly to widespread
criticism by mathematics learning researchers who have complained that Saxon emphasizes
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual understanding (for a discussion of the
controversy, see Jacob 2001). On this contentious issue, the present commentary is agnostic,
though we would argue that, all else equal, interleaved practice demands greater conceptual
understanding than blocked practice does. Importantly, however, the criticism of Saxon,
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whether founded or not, is orthogonal to its use of interleaved practice. We also emphasize that
we are advocating for interleaved practice per se and not necessarily for Saxon mathematics
texts. Indeed, the efficacy of a Saxon text—and any other mathematics textbook—depends on
numerous features other than the prevalence of interleaved practice, such as the choice of
content, organization of materials, difficulty of problems, and number of problems. Neverthe-
less, the heavily interleaved assignments within Saxon are supported by empirical evidence.
(None of us has a current or previous affiliation with Saxon or its publisher.)

Recommendations

In light of the efficacy of interleaved practice and its scarcity in most mathematics texts, we
urge creators of textbooks and other instructional materials to add a sufficient number of
interleaved problems to the next edition. This can be accomplished by merely rearranging a
portion of the blocked practice problems appearing in the current edition, without altering the
lessons or the organization of the textbook. Such an updating should not affect the price of the

a

b

Fig. 5 Number of problems and the percentage of blocked and interleaved practice in six textbooks. a Each
textbook is mostly blocked. b Even the review assignments included many small blocks, as illustrated by the
sample assignments shown in Fig. 3
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next edition, meaning that interleaved practice could be implemented at no cost to students or
taxpayers. These kinds of textbook revisions are hardly novel, as mathematics textbooks have
changed substantially over the last several decades in response to the ever-changing decision
criteria used in the textbook selection process. We are simply recommending that interleaved
practice be added to the list of criteria.

Finally, we recommend that mathematics teachers avoid assigning long blocks of practice
problems. No direct evidence suggests that students benefit from solving more than a few
problems of the same kind in immediate succession, whereas interleaved assignments are
supported by numerous classroom-based randomized controlled studies. If the classroom
textbook includes few interleaved problems, we suggest that teachers create interleaved
assignments, perhaps by simply assigning one problem from each of a dozen or so blocked
assignments in the students’ textbook. Ultimately, though, we hope that mathematics students
will have access to learning materials that are aligned with the empirical evidence.
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